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1. Introduction

Anchorage control during tooth movement is one of the main factors for ensuring successful orthodontic treatment. Anchorage can be defined as the resistance that a tooth or a group of teeth offer when they are subjected to a force [1]. The aim of orthodontic treatment is to maintain sufficient anchorage control to create appropriate force systems that provide the desired treatment effects.

Recently, implants have been used as skeletal anchorage devices for orthodontic purposes [2-5]. Temporary anchorage devices (TADs) [1,9,10], including miniplates, implants and miniscrews, have been used for skeletal anchorage [6-8]. TADs are inserted into the bone and aim to enhance orthodontic anchorage either by supporting the anchoring teeth or by being an independent anchorage unit eliminating the need for supporting teeth; they are removed once their function has been completed. They can be fixed into the bone either biomechanically (osseointegration) [11] or mechanically (cortical stabilization) [8]. Clinicians can better control anchorage by using TADs in orthodontic treatment, thereby achieving more satisfactory treatment results than could be achieved with conventional mechanics [6,12].

Currently, clinicians mostly prefer to use miniscrews for combined orthodontic treatment [13]. Despite the high success rate of miniplates, their invasive placement procedures require an oral surgeon and the associated high costs of such a procedure overshadow their use in terms of anchorage [1]. The use of osseointegrated mini-implants has also been limited because of the long waiting period for osseointegration, their large size and high cost [14,15]. Miniscrews, however, are available in favorable sizes, have relatively lower costs and are simple to insert and remove; therefore, they can be easily placed by an orthodontist with minimal tissue invasion [13]. Miniscrews obtain their stability mainly from mechanical retention in the bone [1,9], so they can be loaded immediately after placement [16]. In the literature, there is no general agreement about the terminology used [17,18]; this varies between ‘miniscrews’,
‘microscrews’, ‘miniscrew implants’. and ‘mini-implants’ [13,19-21]. In this chapter, we refer to them as miniscrews. Miniscrews are now accepted as a simple and effective tool in daily orthodontic practice and orthodontists commonly use them in a variety of clinical situations [20-25].

This chapter focuses on the principles of application for miniscrews including screw sizes, application sites and fundamental placement methods. Management of complications, the use of miniscrews in specific orthodontic situations and appliance design are also discussed.

2. General considerations

2.1. Location and dimensions of the miniscrew

The stability of miniscrews immediately following their placement (primary stability) and during orthodontic treatment is important for clinicians in terms of achieving their desired treatment results. The primary factors for stability are the quality and quantity of the bone [26-28], as well as the thickness, type and health of the soft tissue [29].

Cortical bone with a thickness of less than 0.5 mm is not suitable for miniscrew placement. Higher success rates have been reported with cortical bone at least 1.0 mm thick [27].

To maximize stability, it is better to place miniscrews in the attached gingiva (keratinized gingiva), which is more resistant to inflammation and less likely to develop soft-tissue hypertrophy [26, 29]. However, if the miniscrew has to be placed in non-keratinized mucosa, a 3-mm vertical stab incision should be used to prevent the soft tissue from surrounding the miniscrew, as this small incision requires no sutures [1].

Placement site is another important factor in the success of miniscrews [30]. Miniscrews can be placed in the inter-radicular space between tooth roots, either buccally or lingually; in the hard palate (midpalatal/parapalatal region); below the anterior nasal spine; and in the infrazygomatic crest, maxillary tuberosity, edentulous areas, chin and retromolar areas [8,30].

Conflicting reports exist regarding success rates for miniscrews in the mandible and maxilla. Park et al. [31], found that the maxilla had a higher success rate than the mandible, while others [16, 30] reported that placement of the miniscrews in the maxilla or mandible was not associated with the success rate. Moon et al. [30] found that the area between the first and second premolars in the maxilla and mandible of both young and adult patients had the highest success rate.

In the maxilla, the buccal and palatal aspects of the posterior region have been defined as safe areas for miniscrew placement, while the maxillary tuberosity is not suitable because of the minimal bone thickness in the area [32]. Ishii et al. [33], and Poggio [32] reported that the safest region for placement is the inter-alveolar septum between the maxillary first molar and second premolar, 6–8 mm apical to the alveolar crest on the palatal side. The inter-radicular distance is greater on the palatal side; however, the thickness of the palatal mucosa renders this region less favorable. This problem could be alleviated by using a miniscrew with a longer head.
However, the midpalatal suture region is the most favorable placement site for miniscrews in terms of both bone and soft-tissue characteristics. This region, with its high density of cortical bone and thin keratinized soft tissue ensures the biomechanical stability of the miniscrews [23,34] and has been shown to have a higher success rate (90%) than the parapalatal suture region (84%) [35]. However, the parapalatal area is the most suitable region for miniscrew placement in adolescents for preventing developmental disturbances of the midpalatal suture, as the transverse growth of the midpalatal suture continues up until the late teens [36].

In the mandible, the safest region is either between the second premolar and first molar, or between the first and second molars, owing to the adequate bone thickness [22,32]. The thinnest bone was found between the first premolar and the canine. If a miniscrew has to be implanted into this region, it should be placed 11 mm below the alveolar crest [32]. Although the area between the second premolar and the first molar has thicker cortical bone than the area between the first and second premolars in the mandible, the success rate in this area is significantly lower [30]. These results suggest that other factors beyond bone quality, such as soft-tissue thickness [37], oral hygiene [38] and root proximity [39,40] might also affect the success rate of miniscrews.

Miniscrews are available in a variety of materials, shapes, head designs, length and diameter, being 5–12 mm long and having a diameter from 1.2 to 2.3 mm [6,11,20,41-43]. In general, 1.2–1.6 mm miniscrews are used. Because of its low success rate, the 1.0-mm diameter miniscrew is not suitable for clinical use [16]. However, the 1.2-, 1.3- and 1.5-mm diameter miniscrews have had similar or higher success rates than the 1.6-mm miniscrew [16,38]. The design of the miniscrew also affects primary stability, with a conical thread design achieving superior primary stability when compared with a cylindrical design [42].

Selection of the correct diameter and length depends on the region in which the miniscrew will be placed. If it is placed in the inter-radicular region, a miniscrew with a smaller diameter will be preferred, as it will decrease the risk of root damage [30]. The recommended diameter is 1.3 mm in the maxilla, 1.4 mm in the mandible and 1.5 or 1.6 mm in the midpalatal area [12].

Determining the length of the miniscrew primarily depends on the quality of the bone, the screw angulation, the soft-tissue thickness and the adjacent anatomic structures [8,38,44]. In regions with adequate cortical density, small miniscrews are preferred, while longer miniscrews are preferred if stability is required in trabecular bone.

The screw should be embedded into the bone at least 5–6 mm [45,46], yet deeper placements have been recommended when bone quality is low [47,48]. Minimal depth of placement is at least 6 mm for the maxilla and 4 mm for the mandible [12]. In maxillary buccal alveolar bone, 7–8 mm miniscrews are recommended, while 5–6 mm long miniscrews are suitable in the mandibular buccal bone [12]. Short screws can become dislodged when they are placed in the palatal region owing to the thick palatal soft tissue [44,49]. Long miniscrews (10–12 mm) are preferred in the palatal region to compensate for the thick palatal soft tissue and to keep 6-mm miniscrews embedded in the bone [48,49]. Because the midpalatal region has dense cortical bone, a long miniscrew may not be needed for stability.
2.2. Placement of the miniscrew

Before placing the miniscrews, clinicians should radiographically assess their position relative to the roots. Panoramic or periapical radiographs, however, may not provide adequate information for optimizing the placement of a miniscrew. Computed tomography (CT) or cone-beam CT can allow clinicians to make an accurate and reliable evaluation of bone thickness and the adjacent anatomic structures, and therefore improves the success rate and ensures safe placement of the screws [33,50,51].

The patient is instructed to rinse with a chlorhexidine solution; then, infiltrative anesthesia is applied. Light local anesthesia is preferred so that the nerve fibers in the periodontal ligament remain sensitive [12], and the patient is aware if the miniscrew touches the root of the tooth, allowing the clinician to change the insertion direction.

There are two different placement methods: self-tapping and self-drilling.

**Self-tapping method:** Before placing the miniscrew, a hole is drilled in the cortical bone and a miniscrew is screwed through this hole with a hand driver. The diameter of the pilot drill should be slightly smaller (0.2–0.3 mm) than the inner (or core) diameter of the miniscrew [46]. Care must be taken to keep the axis of the drill stable so as not to enlarge the hole. To reduce heat generation while drilling, clinicians should not apply too much pressure and should irrigate the bone with coolants [52,53].

**Self-drilling method:** Self-drilling is a simpler method for placing the miniscrew than self-tapping. The miniscrew is inserted into the bone without drilling and screwed in with the hand driver [12] or motor driver [54]. Using a motor driver is helpful for gaining a higher placement success rate [54]. Self-drilling screws are reported to have better stability, with more bone to metal contact than self-tapping screws [55,56].

An incision may be made in the soft tissue before drilling [54,57]. Miyawaki et al. [16], reported that the flapless (non-incision) group had a higher success rate than the flap surgery (incision) group. By contrast, Moon et al. [30], found no difference between non-incision and incision groups in their study.

Generally, miniscrews are inserted in the buccal or lingual cortical plates; this is defined as monocortical placement. Occasionally, the miniscrew can be placed across the entire width of the alveolus (bicortical placement). Although bicortical placement provides superior force resistance and stability compared with monocortical placement, more care has to be taken during placement. Bicortical placement may be preferred when increased orthodontic loading is needed or in cases where there is insufficient cortical bone thickness [58-60].

It is usually recommended that miniscrews are placed perpendicular (at an angle of 90°) to the bone surface [45]. However, this might not always be clinically achievable, and an angular approach might be needed. If the buccal alveolar bone volume is sufficient relative to the long axis of the teeth, the miniscrew can be placed at an angle of 30–40° for the upper jaw and 20–60° for the lower jaw [12]. This angular placement minimizes root contact, as there is relatively more space [50] and the surface area of cortical bone in contact with the miniscrew is increased, allowing placement of longer miniscrews and improved stability [12]. When placing a
Clinicians should apply slow and gentle force during insertion to avoid fracture of the miniscrew. The recommended insertion torque value is 5–10 N cm [61]. Insertion torque values are associated with the success of the procedure. The success rate of the miniscrew also depends on the clinician’s experience and the type of the placement: whether self-tapping or self-drilling. If the self-tapping method is used, the following factors also affect the success rate: flap or flapless surgery, sterilization, pilot hole preparation depth and diameter, cooling technique, drill speed and pressure, direction of placement and placement procedure (steady or wiggling) [6,8,16,18,27,30,43,47].

The stability of the miniscrew should be checked after placement. If any mobility is detected, the implant needs to be removed. If primary stability is not achieved upon insertion, the miniscrew implant may loosen during orthodontic treatment [26].

Patients should be informed that they might have pain for 1–2 days and that they can take anti-inflammatory agents if required. Most patients do not have noticeable discomfort or inflammation. Patients need to be instructed in oral hygiene techniques [35] and should be advised that they can brush their teeth as usual. A compressed water spray such as Waterpik [12] and daily use of mouth rinses will be useful. Caution should be taken not to apply excessive force to the miniscrew while brushing and during mastication.

2.3. Timing of loading, force magnitude and direction

The timing of loading depends largely on the miniscrew type [62-65]. For osseointegrated miniscrews, loading can commence 2–3 months after placement. Miyawaki et al. [16], observed no significant difference between loading at 1–2 months and at 3 months after placement. However, miniscrews that do not require osseointegration are often used, and they can be loaded immediately [61].

The maximum force-load that a miniscrew can withstand remains controversial [66]. Dalstra et al. [67], recommended 50 g of immediate loaded force for miniscrews placed into thin cortical bone and fine trabeculae. Many studies have reported miniscrew stability with loading forces of 300 g or less [68,69]. In their study, Buchter et al. [69], evaluated the transverse loading of miniscrews placed in dense mandibular bone and reported that immediate loads of up to 900 centinewtons per millimetre [cN/mm] remained clinically stable. Kim et al. [70], investigated whether the specific directions of the force vectors were associated with the stability of miniscrews. The results indicated that miniscrews were fixed evenly in three dimensions and were not more resistant to any particular direction of load. Park [12] recommends loading immediately after placement and keeping the force minimal (< 70 g) until 2 months after placement, and then increasing the force up to 150–200 g.

Cortical thickness, miniscrew characteristics, force magnitude, direction and loading period are reported to be factors related to miniscrew stability [16,64-66,71]. However, one study found that the duration of loading did not influence the success rate of the miniscrews [70]. To prevent the miniscrew from loosening, the moments created during force application that
may tend to unscrew the miniscrew have to be taken into consideration. To control these moments, clinicians have to carefully evaluate the force system applied to the miniscrew. If the application of such undesirable moments to the screw cannot be avoided, indirect anchorage is recommended [1,8].

Although the miniscrews may initially be stable, they may not remain stationary when subjected to orthodontic forces [72,73]. Liou et al. [72], placed miniscrews in the zygomatic buttress for direct anchorage and reported that when the screw was subjected to orthodontic force, extrusion and 0.4-mm tipping were observed at the level of the head of the screw. Liu et al. [73], evaluated the displacement of miniscrews placed in inter-radicular areas of the maxilla as anchorage for the en masse retraction of anterior teeth using three-dimensional CT registration evaluations. The researchers observed that both the molars and the miniscrews were displaced in the direction of force application and drifted mesially, but not by the same amount. The molars drifted mesially 0.91 mm and the miniscrews moved 0.23 mm on average. This result implied that the miniscrews might have come into contact with the roots following treatment. The different mesial-drift ratios of the molars and the miniscrews may be a critical factor in the loosening of miniscrews [74]. As a precaution, the researchers [73] advised placing the miniscrews mesially for long-term stability.

The conventional periodontal pressure–tension theory cannot explain the miniscrew displacement process. The Frost mechanostat theory instead identifies complex bone biomechanics [75,76]. The bone remodelling process at the bone–screw interface and the mechanism of screw displacement are correlated to the stress–strain field in the surrounding bone as a result of dynamic loading [77,78].

3. Complications

Complications may be related to factors such as the clinician, the patient and the miniscrews themselves [79].

Clinician-related complications: Clinicians’ skills and experience are critical to the success rate of the procedure [70]. Once clinicians become accustomed to using miniscrews, their success rates increase [12]. Operators need to develop their skills to avoid damaging adjacent anatomical structures and the root of the tooth while placing the miniscrew.

Patient-related complications: These result from factors such as systemic diseases, periodontal disease, osteoporosis, drugs, pharmacologic prescriptions such as bisphosphonates, poor oral hygiene, smoking and cortical thickness of the bone [31,63,80-82], all of which can affect the stability of the miniscrew. It may be better not to use miniscrews for patients with adverse risk factors; however, if miniscrews have to be used, longer healing periods should be allowed and specific loading protocols should be applied [81,82]. It is notable that in their animal study, Park et al. [83], found that the presence of diabetes and variation in the placement system (self-drilling or self-tapping) did not affect the initial stability of orthodontic mini-implants.
Miniscrew-related complications: Anticipated complications with miniscrews include [6,72,79]:

1. Pain and discomfort, irritation to tongue or cheek
2. Inflammation around miniscrews
3. Soft-tissue impingement
4. Damage to surrounding anatomical structures
5. Root injury
6. Miniscrew mobility or failure
7. Fracture of miniscrews

1. Pain and discomfort, irritation to tongue or cheek

Generally, patients do not experience pain and discomfort following miniscrew placement [6,16,58,35]. If pain is present, it may last 1–2 days [58,47]. Kuroda et al. [38], analyzed patients’ pain duration and intensity during the first 2 weeks after placement. One hour after placement, 95% of patients reported pain in the group in which miniscrews were placed after raising a mucoperiosteal flap, whereas in the group who had undergone a flapless approach, only 50% of patients reported pain. After 2 weeks, the values were 10% and 0% for the respective techniques.

Cheek irritation was generally not observed when miniscrews were placed in the buccal alveolar bone; however, when placed in the palatal area, tongue irritation primarily occurred. Bonding resin or a periodontal wound dressing can be applied to the head of the miniscrew to smooth its surface and to minimize soft-tissue irritation [1,84].

2. Inflammation around miniscrews

Peri-implantitis is the most commonly observed complication, and is considered to be the major factor in implant failure [43]. The localization of the miniscrew, its relationship with the soft tissue and the hygiene habits of the patient are the main factors that affect inflammation [30]. Takaki et al. [35], reported that inflammation frequency depended on the degree of mucosal penetration and stated that chronic inflammation mostly occurred when miniscrews were placed in the anterior alveolar region of the maxilla. When the miniscrew was placed in the attached gingiva or in the palatal mucosa, less inflammation was observed [12]. By contrast, when miniscrews were placed in the oral mucosa, deep in the vestibule or near a frenulum, persistent inflammation occurred [29,31]. If miniscrews are placed 1 mm below the mucogingival junction, they do not produce serious inflammation. To prevent inflammation, the screws need to be thoroughly cleaned. Mild infections can be controlled by using antiseptic mouthwash and by brushing [35].

Taking a different view, Kim et al. [70], emphasized that unlike inflammation from poor oral hygiene, inflammation caused by mobile miniscrews was not controlled with improved oral hygiene. Therefore, inflammation or swelling around a miniscrew might be the result of it loosening, rather than the cause. When taking this view, primary stability becomes increasingly important.
3. Soft-tissue impingement

In conditions where the miniscrew is placed deep in the vestibule, into the free gingiva or the retromolar area, the head of the miniscrews may become embedded in the overgrowth of surrounding soft tissue [85]. Placing miniscrews into attached gingiva can avoid soft-tissue impingement over the head of the screw. Additionally, the elastic chain, arch wire or coils may impinge on the gingiva and may cause inflammation, as well as gingival recession. Clinicians should be careful, as bending of the arch wire can eliminate impingement. Thin soft-tissue impingement overlying the miniscrew can be exposed with light finger pressure without having to apply a local anesthetic [85]. Soft-tissue impingement may be minimized by placing a wax pellet or an elastic separator over the miniscrew. Additionally, patients may be instructed to use chlorhexidine mouthwash. Rather than acting as an antibacterial agent and minimizing tissue inflammation, chlorhexidine reduces probable soft-tissue overgrowth by slowing down epithelialization [85,86].

4. Damage to surrounding anatomical structures

While placing the miniscrew, the clinician needs to be careful not to cause damage to adjacent structures, nerves, arteries and the roots of the teeth. In the mandible, as the inferior alveolar nerve runs lingual and inferior to the molar roots and moves buccally at the premolar area, the miniscrews will be placed far above the inferior alveolar nerve and will not cause any damage. When placing the miniscrew in the palatal alveolar bone, angular placement near the apex of the roots of the maxillary molars will reduce the risk of making contact with the greater palatine nerve and artery, which are situated higher in the palate [12].

5. Root injury

Iatrogenic root injury may occur while placing the miniscrew in a narrow inter-radicular space [87]. Clinicians need to evaluate the distance between the roots using periapical or panoramic radiographs to avoid root contact during placement. A safety clearance of 2 mm is recommended in interdental areas [64]. When this space is insufficient, the interdental space should be widened before placement during the alignment of the teeth.

Caution must be taken while placing the miniscrew. A small amount of local anesthesia is preferred to keep the nerve fibers in the periodontal ligament sensitive [12], so that the patients can feel it if the miniscrew touches the root. Clinicians can also sense contact with the root. During insertion of the miniscrew, cortical bone resistance may at the outset be quite strong; however, after penetrating the cortical bone, resistance remains minimal until the miniscrew is fully placed. If any strong resistance is felt, it should be used as an indicator of possible root contact [88]. Should this occur, the clinician should remove the miniscrew and change the insertion angulation. Angular placement of the miniscrew may minimize root contact. Placing the miniscrew slightly mesial to the contact point of teeth is also recommended. It has been shown that the distance from the outer bone surface to the buccal surface of the root is larger at the second premolars than that at the first molars [50].

Potential complications of root damage include root resorption, devitalization, dentoalveolar ankylosis and osteosclerosis [79, 89]. Researchers have determined that close proximity or
contact between a miniscrew and a root can be a major risk factor for failure of the procedure [39, 40, 90]. This view is supported by Lee et al. [91], who reported that the incidence of root resorption increased when the distance between the miniscrew and the root was less than 0.6 mm, and that the incidence of bone resorption and ankylosis was increased when the miniscrew came close to the root surface, even without root contact.

Asscherickx et al. [89], reported that if damage occurs, recovery time is relatively quick. If trauma to the root does not involve the pulp and is limited to the cementum or the dentin of the tooth, the prognosis will not be heavily influenced and healing will take place [85,88]. After removal of the miniscrew, the damaged root will be repaired in 12–18 weeks [85]. In their animal studies, Kim and Kim [92] observed that when a miniscrew was left touching the root, the normal healing response did not occur; the root surface was mostly resorbed and partial repair began at 8 weeks.

During orthodontic treatment, contact between the root and the miniscrew may occur as the tooth moves. The tooth will then stop moving and the miniscrew may become mobile. If further tooth movement is required, the miniscrew must be removed and placed elsewhere.

6. Miniscrew mobility or failure

Miniscrew dislodgement and mobility mostly occur in the first 1–2 months and more than 90% of the failures occur within the first 4 months [30]. When a miniscrew has resisted more than a 4-month period of force application, it can be considered successful and stable [30].

When mobility occurs, the clinician can tighten the miniscrew and leave it for 1–2 months with no loading, or light loading if necessary [1]. Supporting this recommendation, researchers reported that non-infected dental implants may reinteatrate after tightening [93]; even when accidentally avulsed, an implant can become stable after reimplantation and immediate loading [94]. If stability cannot be regained, the miniscrew needs to be removed and replaced.

Miniscrew mobility and failure is mostly the result of low bone density owing to inadequate cortical thickness [85]. The health, thickness and type of soft tissue are other important factors in this context.

According to Moon et al. [30], sex, age, jaw (maxilla/mandible), soft-tissue management (incision/no incision) and placement side (left/right) are not related to the success rate of the miniscrew. By contrast, others have stated that miniscrews placed in the maxilla show a higher success rate than those placed in the mandible [10,31,35,43,54]. Occlusal stress and food impaction force may be factors causing mobility and failure of miniscrews in the mandible [35], while failure of miniscrews placed in the midpalatal area may be the result of tongue pressure [85].

There are conflicting reports about the relationship between success rate and the patient’s age. Success rate tends to be lower in younger patients (< 20 years old) compared with older patients (> 20 years old) [54]. This may be because of the thinner cortical bone and poorer bone quality in younger patients. However, in another study, Park [95] reported that against expectations, the success rate was higher for the below 20 years age group compared with the over 20 years age group, which might be explained by the higher rate of metabolism in the young adult
group. Contrarily, Miyawaki et al. [16], stated that there was no significant difference in the success rates of the below 20 years age group, the 20–30 years age group and the over 30 years age group.

Excessive stress at the screw–bone interface may cause miniscrew failure. Miniscrew geometry and the placement method (self-drilling/self-tapping) can have an effect on the stress distribution of the peri-screw bone. Self-drilling miniscrews have been reported to have greater screw–bone contact (mechanical grip) and holding strength compared with self-tapping screws [96,97], although the technique causes greater stress to the peri-screw bone. Placing a pilot hole before self-drilling may reduce this stress.

7. Fracture of miniscrews

Miniscrew fracture is a more serious clinical complication than root contact [87]. Fractures most commonly occur during the last turn of miniscrew insertion and the first turn of the removal phase [1,98]. Lima et al. [98], stated that excessive force and the inability of the implant to resist rotational forces during insertion were the main causes of fractures. Clinicians should apply slow and gentle force to avoid fracture of the miniscrew. If the insertion resistance reaches the fracture strength of the implant, it would be better to wait 1–2 min to relieve the internal stress accumulated in the miniscrew and the surrounding bone [1].

In their in vitro study, Choa et al. [87], evaluated the effects of insertion angle and implant thread type on the fracture properties of orthodontic miniscrews during insertion. They reported that maximum insertion torque increased with an increase in insertion angle. When a miniscrew contacts the artificial root at a critical contact angle, deformation or fracture of the miniscrew can occur at a lower insertion torque value than that of penetration.

The fracture of a miniscrew may also occur during the removal phase. Miniscrews can be easily removed by turning them in the opposite direction of placement. To eliminate the possibility of fracture, clinicians should apply gentle untightening pressure or use an ultrasonic scaler on the screw’s head until the interface between the miniscrew and the bone breaks. If the removal torque approaches the fracture torque range, the clinician should wait 1–2 weeks before again attempting to remove it [1]. The greater the duration of the miniscrew in the bone and the older the patient, the greater the removal torque of the miniscrew [3]. Stress concentrates in the cervical part of the miniscrew during removal.

Fracture of miniscrews primarily depends on the screw size. Miniscrews with a smaller diameter are easier to place between the roots; however, a small decrease in this dimension results in a meaningful increase in the torsional strength and, therefore, in the risk of fracture [6,8,10]. Screws with a larger diameter demonstrate minimal fracturing. The core (inner) diameter affects fracturing more than the outer diameter. Clinicians may prefer to use a miniscrew with a larger diameter to reduce the risk of fracture; however, doing so will increase the fracture torque [22,99].

The material that the miniscrews are made of is also a factor that affects the likelihood of fracture. Pure titanium implants are preferred as they are more biocompatible than titanium
alloy implants [1]; however, titanium alloys are stronger and provide more resistance to fracture [6].

4. Clinical applications

Planning of orthodontic treatment should consider the desired force system to act on the teeth that need to be moved, as well as any undesired effects on the anchorage unit of teeth. This will guide ideal placement of the miniscrew for the proper appliance design.

Clinicians also should be aware of any anatomical limitations for the placement of miniscrews. The location of the miniscrew will affect the appliance design and the force system. Therefore, clinicians should plan the placement area of the miniscrews in the buccal alveolar region and/or in the palatal alveolar region or midpalatal area according to the required tooth movement. In conditions where miniscrews cannot be placed in the ideal position, the force direction should be adjusted depending on the changes in tooth movement during the treatment time.

Selection of the appropriate miniscrew design is crucial. Clinicians mostly prefer miniscrews with slotted heads, which are convenient for the attachment of different types of orthodontic wires (round, square or rectangular) and complex wire activations.

Many reports describe the application of miniscrew-supported orthodontic treatment for achieving a variety of orthodontic tooth movements, including intrusion [25,49,100], extrusion, space closure (distalization, mesialization) [24, 101], uprighting, eruption of impacted teeth [102] and the correction of canted occlusal planes [103]. In addition, miniscrews can be used in the application of dentofacial orthopedics such as rapid palatal expansion and Class II and III correction (Figure 1) [12,45,104,105]. This chapter does not cover the use of miniscrews for dentoskeletal orthopedics.

**Figure 1.** Miniscrews used in the application of dentofacial orthopedics with the placement of four miniscrews between the inter-radicular areas of the maxilla. Stainless steel arch wire (0.021 × 0.025 inch) was passively connected to the miniscrews, and two hook shapes were connected to the arch wire in the lateral root region for facemask elastics.
Miniscrews aim to strengthen orthodontic anchorage either by connecting to a tooth or a group of teeth to reinforce their anchorage (indirect anchorage) (Figure 2 and 3a) [105], or by acting as anchorage units themselves, eliminating the need for supporting teeth (direct anchorage) (Figures 3b and 4) [106].

![Miniscrew used as indirect anchorage to avoid buccal flaring of the anterior teeth with a forsus appliance.](image1)

![Canine distalization combined with miniscrew use as (a) indirect anchorage and (b) direct anchorage.](image2)

**Figure 2.** Miniscrew used as indirect anchorage to avoid buccal flaring of the anterior teeth with a forsus appliance.

Miniscrews are most often used for direct anchorage. Generally, direct forces are applied between the miniscrew and the target tooth by using elastic chain, elastic thread or a coil spring to move the tooth toward the miniscrew. If a miniscrew is used as a direct anchor, it is advantageous to place the miniscrew along the line of the desired tooth movement. If force applied between the tooth and the miniscrew causes undesirable moments, then the miniscrew should be used as indirect anchorage to support the anchorage teeth, rather than acting as a direct anchor [8].

![Canine distalization combined with miniscrew use as (a) indirect anchorage and (b) direct anchorage.](image3)
Figure 4. a and b: Use of a miniscrew for direct anchorage inserted between the second premolar and first molar where the molar could not be included in the arch wire because of incomplete eruption.

4.1. Intrusion

4.1.1. Intrusion of posterior teeth

Anterior open bites can be closed successfully through the intrusion of posterior teeth using various mechanical methods incorporating miniscrews (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Miniscrew placed in the buccal vestibule apical to the maxillary molars, to be used for the intrusion of the posterior teeth to correct an anterior open bite.

Intrusion of posterior teeth is considered one of the most difficult types of tooth movement to achieve using conventional mechanics. A miniscrew-combined treatment may solve this problem. However, side effects such as buccal tipping have to be taken into consideration. As the intrusive force passes from the buccal to the centre of resistance, it will cause buccal tipping of the molars. When bilateral intrusion of posterior teeth is the goal, transpalatal arches can be used to avoid buccal tipping [20,21]. In unilateral intrusion, an additional miniscrew can be
placed on the palatal side to apply a palatal intrusive force for achieving intrusion of the over-erupted molar without tipping (Figure 6a and b).

Figure 6. a and b: Miniscrew in the palate to achieve intrusion of over-erupted posterior teeth.

4.1.2. Intrusion of anterior teeth

Miniscrews may be used to stabilize the molars during the incisor intrusion process, or can be placed anteriorly and used for direct application of the intrusive force to the incisors. The miniscrews should be placed as close to the midline of the anterior arch as possible. Alternately two miniscrews may be inserted into the lateral and canine interradicular area on both left and right sides.

4.2. Extrusion

While correcting an anterior open bite, activation of an extrusion arch results in mesial tipping and an intrusive force at the molars [107]. In such cases, miniscrews can be used to avoid these side effects.

In their case report, Roth et al. [108], treated an occlusal cant with miniscrew-supported mechanics by extruding the central incisors and the canine teeth. To avoid involving the other anterior teeth, a miniscrew was placed into the alveolus of the missing upper lateral incisor and an open coil was applied perpendicularly to an orthodontic wire connecting the central incisor and the canine.

4.3. Space closure

Generally, miniscrews are best suited to use as indirect anchorage during retraction of the anterior teeth or protraction of the posterior teeth [20]. In this way, the miniscrew is used to avoid undesirable movement of anchorage teeth, while conventional mechanics are used to close the space created (Figures 3a and 7).
When direct anchorage is preferred for space closure, the direction and point of force application becomes crucial. Segmented arches may be preferred for canine distalization to provide a more appropriate force application point (Figure 8a and b). When the miniscrews are placed apically, a more favourable line of force direction passing closer to the centre of the resistance of the teeth can be achieved.

Miniscrews can be used as direct anchorage when retracting the anterior teeth. Open coils/elastic chains are applied directly between the miniscrew placed between the second premolar, the first molar and the hooks on the arch wire (Figure 9). Therefore, the point of force application is close to the centre of resistance of the anterior teeth, so that the anterior segment may slide bodily with minimal tipping; 150 g of force is used for retraction [109]. In some cases, miniscrews can be placed in the palatal region. Anchorage may be indirectly reinforced by connecting a transpalatal bar to a miniscrew in the palate [110].
En mass retraction of the anterior teeth with miniscrew anchorage. Open coils/elastic chains can be applied directly between the miniscrew and the hooks on the arch wire.

4.4. Molar distalization

During molar distalization with conventional intraoral appliances, tipping and extrusion can occur in conjunction with the distal movement. In addition, reactive forces on the anterior anchoring teeth occur in the form of mesialization of upper anteriors/premolars and increased overjet. Many types and designs of appliances such as the pendulum [111,116], the Keles slide appliance [112], the distal-jet [113] and the compressed coil spring [116] can be combined with a miniscrew anchorage system (Figure 10).

Miniscrew-supported molar distalization can only prevent undesired side effects on the anterior anchoring teeth; however, the side effects on the molars such as tipping, extrusion and rotation still remain. To avoid these undesired movements, miniscrew-supported mechanics can be designed (Figures 11 and 12). For bilateral molar distalization, rotation, tipping and extrusion can be controlled by placing the miniscrews in both the buccal and palatal region, and by using transpalatal arches [117].
Figure 11. Design of the retraction unit may differ because of anatomic limitations, although the miniscrew is placed in the same region; (a) the distalizing force passes through the center of resistance of the first molar, which may provide parallel distalization rather than the system used in (b).

Figure 12. Mandibular second molar distalization with the use of direct miniscrew anchorage for the correction of mild Class III malocclusion.

4.5. Uprighting

Uprighting is generally needed when second molars are impacted and the first molar tips mesially because of early premolar extraction. Uprighting vectors with intrusion are very hard to accomplish; therefore, absolute anchorage is required. Miniscrews can be used as direct anchorage to prevent reactive forces on adjacent teeth that may result in negative side effects.

For second molar uprighting, a miniscrew can be placed in the buccal inter-radicular area of the second premolar and first molar. This area is the most reliable mandibular buccal cortical site.

For first molar uprighting, the miniscrew can be placed mesially in the area between the second and first premolars; 6-to 8-mm miniscrews are preferable and 0.17 × 0.25 inch TMA wires are
preferred for preparing sectional arches with tip-back bending. Once the wire has been engaged by the miniscrew’s head, intrusion and distalization forces are applied to the molar.

5. Conclusion

In dentistry today, it is becoming more difficult to cooperate with and satisfy patients. They have higher expectations for esthetics and comfort, yet they are impatient with longer treatment periods. Clinicians will continue to research alternative approaches to provide patients with their desired treatment outcomes over the shortest time possible. Because miniscrews provide an alternative to conventional mechanics for anchorage control, clinicians are showing increasing interest in this field. Desired treatment outcomes that are not possible with conventional mechanics may be achieved with miniscrew-supported orthodontic treatment. Miniscrews have recently become commonly accepted as a simple and effective tool in daily orthodontic practice.

With further studies and the development of new designs, appliances using miniscrews are expected to become more commonly used not only in orthodontic tooth movement, but also in the application of dentofacial orthopedics.
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